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Naidin Petre Says: 

 
Making Nabucco a reality- November 4, 2008 

Why is Nabucco so important? Currently Europe 

produces half of the gas it needs. We import most of 
the rest from three countries that for more than 30 
years have proven to be reliable suppliers: Russia, 

Norway and Algeria.  However this situation is 

YES for The Nabucco pipeline-with lower Prices in the Position: 
1.”the EU for our Solidarity and Security of Supply - import 

dependency is growing- the EU’s internal market for gas is becoming a 
reality “-Commissioner Piebalgs. 
2.Even if : import dependency is rising ;in the next 20 to 30 years around 
70 % of the Union’s energy requirements, compared to 50% today, will be 
met by imported products – some from regions threatened by insecurity; 



changing rapidly. First of all, European production is 
diminishing, and in consequence our import 

dependency is growing. Second, the EU’s internal 
market for gas is becoming a reality and we need as 

many sources as possible to guarantee competition and 
freedom of choice for European consumers. Finally, 
growing demand will put existing infrastructure under 

strain and we need alternative sources and routes to 
assure vital supplies in case of crisis such as accidents, 

terrorist attacks, geo-strategic turmoil or extreme 
meteorological conditions.  

Nabucco will do all this. Once in operation, it will bring 
a substantial quantity of gas (31 billion cubic meters 

per year) from non-traditional suppliers (Azerbaijan, 
Turkmenistan, Iraq, Egypt and if and when geopolitical 

conditions allow it, Iran), through an alternative route 
(Caspian Sea, Georgia, Turkey, and the Balkans to 
Central Europe). The end result: more competition in 

the market, more security of supply, and simply, more 
gas. It is important to underline that this project is not 

aimed against our traditional suppliers. On the 
contrary.  The Commission continues to actively 

support Nord Stream pipeline, and does not oppose 
South Stream, two ambitious projects that will bring 
more gas from Russia. The Commission also actively 

supports the update of the Ukrainian transit pipeline 
system, the development of two new pipelines from 

Algeria (Galsi and Medgas) and welcomes the increased 
amount of gas that we receive from Norway.  

reserves are concentrated in a few countries,roughly half of the EU’s gas 
consumption comes from only three countries;gas imports would increase 

to 80 % over the next 25 years ; world energy demand - and CO2 
emissions – is expected to rise by some 60% by 2030 ;global oil 

consumption has increased by 20% since 1994, and global oil demand is 
projected to grow by 1.6% per year;Oil and gas prices are rising. They 
have nearly doubled in the EU over the past two years, with electricity 

prices following. With increasing global demand for fossil fuels, stretched 
supply chains and increasing dependence on imports, high prices for oil and 

gas are probably here to stay. Source:Euractiv.com. 

YES for -The PLAN for the Promoting of Energy EFFICIENCY! The 
directions on action: 
1.For Europe needs to deal with the challenges of climate change in a 

manner compatible with its Lisbon objectives and a clear goal to prioritise 
energy efficiency-EE,including and : A Europe-wide “white certificates” 
trading system! - GREEN PAPER A European Strategy . 
2. Implantation of the Performant and Clean technologies for 
energy generation and use sector Energetics total Efficiency and in 
costs to makes certain for each ,therefore,and total -producer (slack link 
point of view ),conveyer and final consumer. 

3.Stimulate Finances through(estimates 16 trillion Euros): investment 
projects concerning production and distribution ; Joint Implementation of 

the Kyoto Protocol can be make the retechnologisation; the introduction to 
the Long Term Agreement. 
4.Nuclear power with- safety and security energy - load at 
competitive prices- low carbon source-independence energy! With 152 
reactors spread over the EU 27, nuclear power contributes 30% of Europe’s 

electricity today. 
Yes for ACTIONS in EU:(20 Energy Efficiency +20 Reduction target of 
Greenhouse gas emissions +20 Increasing the level of Renewable Energy 

+10 Sustainable biofuels)%+2°C Limiting Climate Change =72 -work for 
Office of the Energy Observatory and European Charter on the Rights of 

Energy Consumers. 
S.O.S Live Earth and with Counsellor Naidin 
:www.eficientaenerg.ro/www.SOSTerra.go.ro and 
www.sustenergy.org( Promotion of Energy Intelligent Building 
PLAN-Romania –Naidin)!In my quality of Deputy in the Romanian 
Parliament-1992-2004, I initiate Law no. 199/2000 regarding the 
energy efficient. 



The largest power plant in the world-October 
24, 2008  

In the directive on Renewable energy sources that I 
presented to the Commission in January 2007, I tried 
to pave the way for such an investment.  The EU’s 

renewable objectives are based on final energy 
consumption and not on production. In other words, 

the objective is to consume as much renewable energy 
as possible, even if this energy is produced abroad. To 
count towards the 20% 2020 targets, foreign 

renewable energy should respect a few criteria, 
namely, that it comes from new renewable plants, that 

it is physically consumed in Europe, and that a 
guarantee of origin scheme be established to control if 
the energy imported is really renewable. This electricity 

would be able to benefit from European support 
schemes, like the renewable energy produced in any 

other member state.  

 

Total for HEALTH without Greenhouse Gas Emissions! 
Also, we want a sure future! We can’t stay inactive! The science means 

predict a global cold of climate about the middle of the XXI-th century: in 
the time of the years 2035-2045, the sunshine will touch the minimum! 

Actions- www.SOSTerra.go.ro- Energy for Efficiency and Prevent 
Climate Change for Europe and Globe with: 
-Legislative Framework Programme necessary on promotion Intelligent 

Energy Building for Live Earth; 
-Actions for an Green Week in each Public Future GreenBuilding; 

-Evaluation, Monitoring and Intelligent Metering of Energy Efficiency in 
Buildings Sector; 
-Response at Andris Piebalgs for my Legislative Proposal for Lightening; 

-The public Debate on introducing a prohibition on the sale of incandescent 
light bulbs. 

First steep: In parteneriat , the Beneficiary willing to create and develop 
activities in Efficiency Energy, Energy Management Systems of Services, 
ESCOEnergy Service Company, Eco-Efficient Technologies, Renewable 

Energy Sources, to Distribute equipments.Through the design, financing, 
management, monitoring and verification of savings or Energy analysis, 

audits and cost analysis or the feasability studies, Projects developments 
and investments. Advantage of our complete range of services in order to 
guarantee the success! 

Financial crisis and climate change: lessons 
to learn- October 17, 2008 

The world is now in the middle of a severe financial 

crisis.  On one side, the work achieved since the 
beginning of the crisis, and more particularly in the last 

few days, shows that our system functions, the 
European financial system has the necessary ability to 
respond, and we can have confidence in it.  The 

financial and banking supervision entities, the Member 
States, the central banks and especially the European 

Central Bank, the Presidency of the Council and the 
European Commission: we all work hand in hand, and 
the appropriate interventions are taking place where 

companies are in difficulty.  

The figures are there: if we do nothing to prevent it in 
2030 we will be importing 70% of our energy.  It is not 

clear when the oil peak is going to happen, but many 

Total for HEALTH without Greenhouse Gas Emissions! 
Also, we want a sure future, ! We can’t stay inactive! The science means 

predict a global cold of climate about the middle of the XXI-th century: in 
the time of the years 2035-2045, the sunshine will touch the minimum! 

Actions- www.SOSTerra.go.ro- Energy for Efficiency and Prevent 
Climate Change for Europe and Globe with: 
-Legislative Framework Programme necessary on promotion Intelligent 

Energy Building for Live Earth; 
-Actions for an Green Week in each Public Future GreenBuilding; 

-Evaluation, Monitoring and Intelligent Metering of Energy Efficiency in 
Buildings Sector; 
-Response at Andris Piebalgs for my Legislative Proposal for Lightening; 

-The public Debate on introducing a prohibition on the sale of incandescent 
light bulbs. 

First steep: In parteneriat , the Beneficiary willing to create and develop 
activities in Efficiency Energy, Energy Management Systems of Services, 
ESCOEnergy Service Company, Eco-Efficient Technologies, Renewable 

Energy Sources, to Distribute equipments.Through the design, financing, 
management, monitoring and verification of savings or Energy analysis, 


